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The ultimate YouTube Book for kids: A comprehensive companion on how to start a youtube
channel for kids. It’s the perfect gift for the budding Kid YouTuber. A real life YouTuber with 440
million views, illustrates and writes about how to make YouTube videos, how to be a YouTuber for
kids and how to start a YouTube channel:This YouTube book for kids ‘How To Start A YouTube
Channel - The Easy Way’ is the perfect answer in helping kids explore the possibilities and get
creative with video.Designed to guide, inform and support kids on starting a YouTube Channel, it
covers:How to get started with making YouTube videos and start a YouTube channel with lots of
fun, guidance and safe YouTube video learning from Charlie & Friends!In addition, Charlie has
teamed up with Ecologi who will plant trees and build a ‘Charlie & Friends’ forest based on sales
of this book. YAY!This fun and EASY TO UNDERSTAND YouTube book for kids offers:A
complete companion to delight readers on the skills and equipment needed to become a
YouTuber.A wonderfully illustrated quality bookA clear YouTube journey with Charlie and friends
who show you everything from planning your YouTube videos to filming with green screenWell
laid out and EASY TO FOLLOW STEPS with a conversational narrative all the way
throughActivity filled backstage area and EXCLUSIVE advice from top YouTube prosOver 250
pages of informative YouTube TIPS and TRICKS on how to get started on YouTubeIt covers
everything you need to know on how to be a YouTuber including:How to DESIGN your channel
and decide on video topics and a channel nameHow to CREATE VIDEO storyboards and
scriptsHow to PLAN your video recordingSuggested equipment, apps and software to help get
you startedHow to make different types of video such as gaming, vlogs, animation & stop
motionProviding essential editing tips and techniquesAn outline of the YouTube upload and
promotion processKey Kid Safe YouTube links for further information and supportAdvice on how
to STAY SAFE online for kidsFurther online safety information and guidance for parents,
guardians and teachersThis book will help:With the ability to think creatively and be
resourcefulEncourage conversations and interaction in the homeProvide screen free QUALITY
TIME, fun activity and creativitySupport all ages and particularly for 9 to 15 year old kids with
videoImprove reading, writing, implementation skills and confidenceBuild YouTube and digital
video making knowledge and skillsSupport hobbies, home learning, holidays, family, creative
activitiesEncourage creative thinking with ideas, design, video makingLearning about internet
safety‘How To Start A YouTube Channel - The Easy Way’ with Charlie & Friends is the
ULTIMATE GIFT for:Kids who want to start a YouTube channelKids who want to be a
YouTuberKids who ENJOY expressing themselves, their talents and making videosParents,
guardians and teachers who want to support their kids YouTube video learningIt’s the ultimate
YouTube book for kids on becoming a YouTuber. Kids LOVE it!ORDER NOW! Also available in
Black & Whilte / Full Colour paperback and hardback – see Author’s Page for more



Making YouTube Videos: Star in Your Own Video! (Dummies Junior) Kid Youtuber: From the
Creator of Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja Kid Youtuber 2: Hungry for More (a hilarious adventure for
children ages 9-12): From the Creator of Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja Make Money On YouTube:
Start And Monetize A New YouTube Channel In 6 Simple Steps (Make Money From Home Book
11) Beginner’s Guide To YouTube 2022 Edition: How To Start & Grow a Successful & Profitable
YouTube Channel (2022 Online Business Guide Books & Planners Book 3) The YouTube
Formula: How Anyone Can Unlock the Algorithm to Drive Views, Build an Audience, and Grow
Revenue One Million Followers: How I Built a Massive Social Following in 30 Days Digital
Filmmaking For Kids For Dummies YOU can be a YouTube Star! How to Start, Run, and Grow a
Successful YouTube Channel Gaming, Vlogging, Lifestyle, Beauty, Business: Find Your Brand,
Work the Algorithm, Gain Subscribers & MAKE MONEY How to Start a YouTube Channel: How
You Can Go from Making Videos to Uploading and Getting Subscribers to Making Money
Investing for Kids: How to Save, Invest and Grow Money



Jam, “Little bit misleading. Well designed book. Appropriately written and illustrated for kids to
understand.However the book is title "... the easy way" but its like 100 - 200 pages of
instructions.. maybe a mismatch between the title and the contents. My kid loves youtubers and
wants to stream, so he was really excited by the book regardless.”

TRB, “Great book.. I like this book because it explains things in layman's terms.”

Matthew Watts, “Fun/easy read. This is a book for kids or adults (like me who are clueless when
it comes to technology). I think kids will really enjoy this book and the illustrations.”

Tim McCOllom, “Its not like y kids like it they love it. I liked the real facts said my child and that's
important”

Michael Battaglia, “received as advertised. completely satisfied”

Reefseeker, “A great book for any age. Emma really knows her stuff and this is such a creatively
written book. It is aimed at younger people aspiring to be successful on YouTube but absolutely
anyone will benefit from the lessons, checklists, guidance and so on. The stuff on internet safety
is also such a good idea. If a young person - or anyone else - in your life wants to give YouTube a
go for working life, there is a lot of opportunity out there (I speak as the mum of a young
YouTuber). This book is a great way to unscramble everything and come up with a strategy to
succeed.”

M L, “Great for kids & grown ups!. Love this book.Given my concentration levels at the moment,
it was well laid out and great graphics so it kept my attention. Really good information and well
written. Funny too, so an entertaining and informative read.”

SID, “Excellent, informative book. Great informative book! Bought for my 9 year old who is quite
interested in making youtube videos. Simple language, well written and well presented.”

MARCUS N DOGRA, “A Fantastic book. What an amazing book. Easy to follow the instructions
with well-explained illustrations and articles. It helps to bring and exhibit out your potential and
talents. This book is not only useful for young people but also beginners, teachers and parents
who are interested in starting their own Youtube channel.  Good luck to all the buyers ”

Ebook Library Reader, “My 11yo loves it!. Great book, easy to read and understand and it’s fun
and engaging. My 11yo loves it!”



The book by Emma Drew has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 171 people have provided feedback.
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